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EAS 16-18 
Internationally registered under PCT/EP2019/079754 

 
 
 

Due to the increasing requirements that the government places on the energy consumption of buildings 

and homes, the application of underfloor heating is taking off even more. This is logical, because at 

present this type of heating converts energy into heat in the most efficient way compared to the 

investment. 

 

At the same time, the construction 

sector as well as the installation sector 

has to contend with a high workload, an 

increasing margin tightening and a 

major problem in finding skilled 

personnel. 

 

Reason enough for CIRCOTHERM to 

take a completely different approach to 

the methodology for installing underfloor 

heating systems.  

 

  

10 Benefits 
With our EAS 16-18 innovation we realize no fewer than 10 advantages compared to all existing 

application systems: 

 

1. Very high productivity: 9 to 14m2 per hour including preparation; 

2. Produced from 100% recycled material resulting in a lower footprint; 

3. No need for expensive auxiliary tools; 

4. Absence of fasteners such as tie wraps, braiding wire or tacker nails; 

5. Ergonomic hose insertion method: the hose is pressed into the recesses while walking; 

6. The grid can handle heating hoses with a diameter of 15 to 18mm; 

7. Very manageable size: 120 x 80cm (Europallet); 

8. No labor-intensive grid cutting required; 

9. A light weight; the grids weigh only 1006 grams each; 

10. Logistics very easy to transport to and on the construction.  

 

 

CIRCOTHERM 
The EAS 16-18 was created during a ‘CircoTrack’: a three-day workshop in which the management of 

VanDerEng was guided to redesign all business processes in perspective of the ‘Circular Economy’. 

EAS 16-18 leaves all existing techniques far behind. A sophisticated grid that is very easy to lay due to its 

simplicity and speeds up processing by at least a factor of 2. The EAS 16-18 is marketed by Circotherm 

BV.    
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EAS 16-18 
Compared to the most commonly used application systems such 

as the steel mesh, the studded plate and the tacker plate, the EAS 

16-18 is unique because of its simplicity. Because no time is lost 

cutting the steel mesh to size, time is gained. The grids are easy 

to connect and if the dimensions of the house do not fully 

correspond to the dimensions of the grid, the rigidity of the grids 

is so high that some space can simply be created between the 

different grids. After this, the hose can simply be 'walked in'. If 

necessary, the grids can be attached very easily to any subfloor. 

 

Wear-sensitive auxiliary tools such as tacker pliers have become 

superfluous. In addition to cost savings, this also means 

significant time savings in this aspect; mounting material no 

longer needs to be purchased or placed in the application guns. 

There is no need to search for the tools and last but not least, premature failure and costs as a result of 

damage are also a thing of the past. 

 

The EAS 16-18 is produced from 100% recycled HDPE (High Density Polyethylene). Due to this material 

and the design, the grid is so robust that an adult man weighing 120 kg can simply walk over it. A 

datasheet is available on request. 

 

This unique concept fully responds to the energy transition. By using 100% recycled materials, this not 

only reduces the footprint, but it is also a plus for builders because the government is setting more and 

more requirements with regard to the use of renewable materials. 

 

Distribution 
The EAS 16-18 is available through specialist wholesalers for the heating industry. Minimum purchase is 

25,000 units per year, to be purchased in deliveries from 3,300 pieces. 

Price and product information is of course available from us. 
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